
 

 

 

  

MANAGEMENT OF 

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS 
SYLVAN LAKE WATERSHED 

Watersheds are exposed to many inputs, some outputs, and a range of impacts from natural and 

human processes. This report assesses indicators that are useful for planning, monitoring, 

reporting and intervention to protect watershed assets. Consideration of the total impact, or 

cumulative effect, of important variables provides the basis for informed forecasting and decision-

making on that state of the watershed. 
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CUMULATIVE EFFECTS MANAGEMENT 

THE CRITERIA 
Participating municipal governments and watershed associations set common goals to achieve 

agreed economic, environmental and social outcomes. The process of implementation includes:  

1. Continuous improvement of knowledge and applications of watershed science, land and 

water management, and best stewardship practices so as to avoid harm to people and the 

environment.  

2. Leadership in efficient use of watershed resources and prevention of contamination.  

3. Cooperation in the development and implementation of effective regulations and 

standards, and to meet or exceed the requirements.  

4. Open reporting on Cumulative Effects indicators, performance, achievements and 

shortcomings.  

5. Listening, engaging and working with people to understand and address their concerns 

and expectations.  

6. Fostering the responsible management of land and water by all those who are residents in 

or guests of the watershed.  

CORE ELEMENTS 
Municipal governments and watershed organizations are responsible for implementing 

responsible Cumulative Effects Management within their own constituencies. 

The responsible Cumulative Effects Management (CEM) program has eight fundamental 

features: 

1. Each government and organization within the watershed formally commits to a set of 

guiding principles. Those are signed by the Chief Executive Officer. 

2. A series of codes, guidance notes and checklists help participants fulfill their 

commitment. 

3. A standard set of indicators are monitored and improvements in performance are 

measured. 

4. Communication on health, safety and environmental matters is open and transparent with 

interested parties, both inside and outside the watershed. 

5. Participants share views and exchange experiences on implementing responsible CEM. 

6. Participants that commit themselves to, and are actively involved in, responsible CEM 

are supported with external resources and incentives. 

7. Achievements of participants are audited and verified independently. 

8. The responsible CEM team operates under a unifying brand, banner, logo and letterhead. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
Guiding Ethic: The senior executive of each participating municipal government and 

organization annually renews the commitment to the Watershed Responsible Care Ethics 

Statement.  

Apply Best Practices: Codes of practice form the foundation of Watershed Responsible Care.  

Cumulative Effects Management System: Participants apply the Cumulative Effects 

Management System to plan, implement, monitor and report on improvement and progress in 

meeting the intent of the codes.  

Standards and Expectations: Best practices include: 

o Statement of minimum standards for watershed Indicators 

o Shared guidelines and checklists 

o Access to experts with a wide range of watershed-related disciplines 

o Leadership by participating municipal executives provide mutual assistance and apply 

peer pressure 

o Tracking, analysis and public reporting of performance through a website and annual 

report 

o A continuously updated database of successful practices 

 

Expert Advisory Council: Watershed Responsible Care participants are reviewed annually by 

an independent expert council convened from among community representatives, watershed 

advocates and academic, business and government experts covering the range of watershed 

concerns. The Council provides important perspectives on state of the watershed indicators such 

as land use, water quality, water quantity, and biodiversity. 

Verification and Reporting: Verification teams consisting of participants, advocates and 

watershed experts ensure that the ethic and management systems are in place to ensure 

compliance with the goals of continuous improvement and achievement of public expectations.  

Reporting: Verification reports are publicly shared on a Sylvan Lake Watershed Responsible 

Care web site and in publications. 

Watershed Responsible Care participants want to demonstrate improved performance. 

Participants take pride in reporting how they are performing in each of the watershed Indicator 

categories. 
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THE CUMULATIVE EFFECTS MANAGEMENT PLAN  

 

VISION AND MISSION  
 The development, management and implementation of a Cumulative Effects Management 

Plan for the Sylvan Lake Watershed will be an on-going, evolving plan  
 It aims to assess, prioritize and address environmental, economic and social needs in 

the watershed, 
 through a collective mission and vision endorsed by the Sylvan Lake Management 

Committee 
 

 

THE THREE SECTIONS 
 Collaborative Planning 
 Planned Diverse Recreation 
 Environmentally healthy watershed and lake 

 
 
 

 COLLABORATIVE PLANNING 
 

What does it mean? 
It is a partnership of all stakeholders which is based on a culture of trust, sharing of knowledge, 
and understanding individual stakeholder needs to realize common watershed goals.  Established 
goals align with the vision and mission of the cumulative effects management program. Decisions 
will balance the needs of the Sylvan Lake watershed. 

 
Short Term Objectives    

a) Identify alignments and possible policy discrepancies or gaps among Municipal and 
Provincial and Federal governments 

 

Medium Objectives 

a) Build trust between stakeholders and SLMC 
b) Adopt tangible planning and management tools 

 

Long Term Objectives 

a) Achieve collaboration of all stakeholders in planning recommendations and decisions 
that affect the Sylvan Lake Watershed area 

b) Collectively investigate a carrying capacity of the watershed that will ensure the lakes 
current desirable water quality is maintained. 

c) Endorse a plan to balance social, economic, and environmental needs. 
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ENVIRONMENTALLY HEALTHY WATERSHED AND LAKE 
 
What does it mean? 

It means to first identify and define what a healthy environment in Sylvan Lake Watershed is 
through engagement of all stakeholders.  Through collaboration, engagement, and knowledge it will 
be possible to set objectives, baselines, and indicators ensuring a clean water, healthy habitat, 
balanced development and recreation. This will be achieved by stakeholders being aware of the 
impacts of their decisions and personal actions on the watershed.  

 
Short Term Objectives 

a) Understand the current watershed ecological health and risks to its health 
b) Improve management of watershed  
c) Work to protect and enhance water quality in the watershed 
d) Identify best management practices for reducing impacts to shorelines from fluctuating 

lake levels 
e) Work with the stakeholders to empower stewardship of the lake and watershed 

 

Medium Objectives 
a) Improve community knowledge, attitude and actions towards watershed health  
b) Improve overall watershed health  

 
Long Term Objectives 

a) Achieve positive cultural/social and environmental change  
b) Enhanced political support for incentive based policies and enforcement of current 

regulations. 
c) Create an effective monitoring and evaluation systems   

 

 

PLANNED DIVERSE RECREATION 
 

What does it mean? 
To allow continued and growing recreational uses on Sylvan Lake and on land within the 
watershed that enhances people’s experiences. These uses must be based on the principles of 
mutual respect for the lake, wildlife, and users, as well as continued enjoyment, and diversified 
leisure opportunities that meet the needs of all users.  
 
Short Term Objectives 

a) Understand the need for additional responsible public access to the lake  
b) Understand recreational capacity of the watershed and identify thresholds above 

which consequences are undesirable. 
c) Assign responsibility for enforcing regulations 

 
Medium Objectives 

a) Determine the applicability and need for recreational zoning  
b) Define acceptable recreational uses within the watershed that provide a balance between 

economic growth, watershed health and user needs 
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Long Term Objectives 

a) Protect the lake through creating responsible public access 
b) Identify and enable safe use of the watershed whilst participating in recreational 

opportunities 
c) Supply collaborative enforcement through inter agency communications and cooperation 
d) Diversify recreational uses on the lake, on the land, and in all seasons. 
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EXTERNAL FACTORS THAT AFFECT THE SYLVAN LAKE WATERSHED 

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS MANAGEMENT IN ALBERTA 
 

SETTING AND INTEGRATING THE ECONOMIC, ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL OUTCOMES 
 Cumulative effects management – setting and integrating the economic, environmental 

and social outcomes. 
 Involving/engaging Albertans in environmental and resource management policy 

development. 
 More efficient and effective delivery of the outcomes 
 Comprehensive, science-based monitoring that provides transparent, trusted data and 

information for private and public analysis of outcomes. 
 Continuous improvement of policy, assurance and outcomes based on assessment of 

information. 
 

THE ALBERTA GOVERNMENT IS COMMITTED TO MANAGING CUMULATIVE EFFECTS AT THE 

REGIONAL LEVEL 
 through the Land-use Framework (LUF),  
 the development of Regional Plans.  
 ALSA supports LUF and establishes the basis for development of regional plans, based on 

major river watershed boundaries. 
 

SYLVAN LAKE WATERSHED 
 

 as a sub-region, the Sylvan Lake watershed is part of the Red Deer River watershed.  
 Red Deer Regional plan for the watershed will be one of seven regional plans developed in 

the province.   
 The Red Deer River Watershed Alliance is developing an Integrated Watershed 

Management Plan,  
 Components of the plan have been completed and some are underway, with a final draft 

scheduled for March 2014.  
 This may well form much of the basis of the Red Deer River Regional plan 
 Sylvan Lake cumulative effects management plan will aim to align with this work where 

possible. 
 
 

  

http://www.landuse.alberta.ca/
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ECONOMIC OUTCOMES 
None1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                             
1 WTF? 
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ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES 

WATER QUALITY 

The public expects that nuisance cyanobacterial (blue-green algal) blooms in Sylvan Lake will be 
prevented, aesthetic values will be preserved, and biodiversity protected.  

 The quality of water in Sylvan Lake will meet the Alberta Surface Water Quality Guidelines. 
 Water quality in both the lake and watershed will be maintained or improved compared to 

the historic compositions documented in the Alberta Lake Water Quality database. 
 

Guidelines exist for protection of: 
 aquatic life 
 recreational use 
 drinking water 
 livestock watering 
 irrigation  
 Industrial use 

Nutrients N and P are the Indicators. 

 

WATER QUALITY GUIDELINE FOR TOTAL NITROGEN 
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WATER QUALITY GUIDELINE FOR TOTAL PHOSPHORUS 

 

 

WATER QUALITY INDICATORS, LIMITS AND TRIGGERS 

 
The Alberta Surface Water Quality Guidelines are applied to Sylvan Lake. 

 
The limits for nutrient concentrations are: 

Total Phosphorus TP 0.05  milligrams/litre 

Total Nitrogen  TN 1.0   milligrams/litre 
 

The nutrient concentration triggers for action are: 

Total Phosphorus TP > 0.028   milligrams/litre 

Total Nitrogen  TN > 0.87   milligrams/litre 
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WATER QUANTITY AND BALANCE 
 

WATER BALANCE OUTCOME 

The Sylvan Lake watershed surface water and groundwater inventories will be maintained within 
the historical range by……….. 

 

WATER BALANCE INDICATORS, LIMITS AND TRIGGERS 

 
The measured level of Sylvan Lake indicates how natural and land-use processes interact over time. 
The proposed limits and risk category triggers are: 

Green Zone:   936.35 to 937.05 metres above sea level on July 1 

Yellow Zone:   Within 20% of the upper or lower limits 

Red Zone:   < 936.35m or > 937.05m 

 

 

 

Water Balance Indicators, Limits and Triggers 
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Environment Canada Historical Weather. Four Stations, Three Decades. 
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CORRESPONDENCE ON THE CALCULATION OF THE SYLVAN LAKE WATER BALANCE. 
 

I have investigated the various sources of information on annual water evaporation that are critical to modeling 

the watershed water balance. Here’s what I found: 

The AYXS 2005 study used a PFRA value of 787.1 mm (see section 2.3.1.3. on p 2-8): 

“Evaporation has not been monitored at Sylvan Lake. Therefore, published monthly evaporation rates for Sylvan 

Lake for a 30-year period (1971–2000) were obtained from PFRA (2002). Mean annual total evaporation for 

1956–2000 was 787.1 mm, amounting to approximately 32.9 million m3 per year.” 

Jennette Baker (2003) assumed a value of 680 mm. See the attached presentation (Figure 4) delivered to the 

sponsoring municipalities, I believe. There might be backup for that number in her full U of C undergraduate 

theses. 

The ECC Groundwater Atlas Figure 4.4 area-weighted average evapotranspiration of 356 mm/year that I used in 

my own simple Sylvan Lake watershed calculation. I attach that again for easy reference. The mapped 

precipitation-evaporation gradient along the lake axis has to be accounted for. 

Your own department’s records of lake level provide an upper limit to lake evaporation roughly for periods 

between July 1 and freeze up. Those changes are dominated by evaporation but are correctly (all inputs) –(all 

outputs). For a 6-month open water season for evaporation those observed rates yield cumulative annual net 

losses of up to 450 mm (say, 180 days at 2.5 mm/d). 

According to my arithmetic, an evapotranspiration loss of 500 mm over the whole watershed area would 

maintain a constant lake level, depending on the runoff coefficient assumed for precipitation. Runoff is very 

much dependent on soil saturation in heavy rain as the Sylvan Lake golf course can describe. 

Our knowledge of the historical precipitation input is much better than that of historical evaporative losses. The 

ECC Groundwater Atlas, Terry Chamulak and I have each used common Environment Canada precipitation 

records. The statistical distribution of annual precipitation over three decades is well established. 

The greater uncertainty is in the magnitude of the annual evaporative loss which (at 500 mm/a over the 42 km2 

lake area) is about 21 Mm3. 

From what I can see your AESRD archived records of July 1 to November 1, lake level changes (see the attached 

graphic file) provide a reasonable way to estimate the dependence of lake level on weather conditions. Any way I 

look at the water balance, that natural loss of water from the watershed will always exceed the surface outflow. 

Even a doubling of the surface outflow will still be a fraction of the evaporative loss. 

The net result of this note is that I have satisfied myself that our evidence of historical evaporative losses will not 

improve beyond what we have on hand today. Please let me know if you think that is subject needs further 

consultation. 

  

http://sylvanlakewatershed.wordpress.com/2012/07/18/sylvan-lake-evaporation-rate/
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NATURAL CAPITAL: BIODIVERSITY INDICATORS 

BIO -INDICATORS  
Each bio-indicator is categorized into three parts. The parts are red, yellow and green. The red 

symbolizes the part where management action ne…. 

Spawning habitat for Pike 
This indicator recognizes the importance and for key life stages for Northern Pike.  Spawning 

habitat consists of areas with vegetation in areas of calm, shallow water, flooded marshes, 

tributaries, weedy bays, and area with flooded terrestrial vegetation, provided that high water 

levels are maintained throughout the embryo and fry stages.  If spawning occurs within tributaries 

adequate flows must be present and maintained for adult fish to travel in and out, for hatching, 

rearing, and for travel of juvenile fish back into the main lake.  Otherwise, this is considered loss 

spawning production.  The availability and quality of suitable habitat is the factor which most often 

limits abundance.  Substantial increases to northern pike populations can be achieved by enhancing 

the quality and quantity of spawning habitat.  The presence along with connectivity or absence of 

spawning habitat locations is an indicator of lake health and production capability for fish 

populations found in Sylvan Lake. 

 Any loss greater than 20% which is human induced 

 Any loss greater than 30% which is naturally induced 

 Fish passage is completed restricted to tributaries 

  

 15% loss of emergent vegetation and sub-emergent area whether the loss is human induced or 

natural 

 Fish passage and movement is restricted within tributaries 

 

 All areas of emergent vegetation that are mapped and established as of the earliest air imagery 

on record (19--?), and all mapped areas with dense sub-emergent vegetation.  

 All inlet and outlet tributary creeks allow for fish passage to remain unrestricted. 

(Note: Risk rank is: Red dot: Highest; Black square: Medium; Green diamond: Lowest) 

 

Key considerations for this indicator 

There have been no studies documenting or quantifying northern pike spawning locations both 

within lake and tributaries.  Recent and historical knowledge and belief has shown northern pike 

have used inlet and outlet tributaries as primary spawning locations.  It is believed the loss and 

degradation of these areas has resulted in reduced abundance of pike in Sylvan Lake. One major 

issue has been the development in and around the inlet tributary and intermittent connectivity of 

the outlet creek (Sylvan Creek) in drier years.  
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Proposed actions for this indicator 

Require a baseline of information on spawning locations, this may include trapping and telemetry 

studies. Maintain and re-establish tributary connectivity. Protection and enhancement of potential 

spawning locations 

 
Emergent vegetation 
This indicator recognizes and establishes the importance of vegetation for colonial water birds and 

for fish spawning habitat. The presence or absence of emergent vegetation is an indicator of the 

health of the lake and its ability to provide habitat for the fauna that is found there. 

 Any loss greater than 20% which is human induced 

 Any loss greater than 30% which is naturally induced  

 

 15% loss of emergent vegetation whether the loss is human induced or natural 

 

 All areas of emergent vegetation that are mapped and established as of 2012 remain intact or 

improve 

 

Wetland health 
This indicator will provide information on health of the watershed as a whole regarding the habitat 

condition. Wetlands are also important as filtration devices for water quality which will lead into 

the water bodies within the watershed.  

Triggers and limits to be determined based on Sylvan Lake specific data. The indicators for rate of 

loss and the importance of wetlands are difficult to determine without a baseline.  

Proposed actions for this indicator 

Gathering information for baseline and ongoing monitoring of wetlands will include:  

Overall wetland health 
Size 
Distribution 
Class  
Total numbers 

 

Forested areas 
Forested lands create more aesthetically pleasing views, they provide buffers for weeds and 

pollutants to the lake and provide habitat. When they are strategically placed near the water’s edge 

they may also provide the additional bonus of decreasing disturbance to emergent vegetation and 

providing habitat corridors to aid in the movement of fauna.  
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Triggers and limits are to be determined for the watershed, this information is difficult to assess 

without quantifying the habitat and the needs of the watershed. It is recommended that a full 

landscape assessment is completed on Sylvan Lake watershed to determine habitat requirements 

based on current and realistic conditions.  

Proposed actions for this indicator 

 Landscape assessment to be completed on Sylvan Lake  

 Creation and regeneration of habitat corridors where possible 

 Ensure ER areas have no development and limited use  

 Priority areas are where trees and emergent vegetation are found within close proximity  

 

Native grassland  
Triggers and limits are to be determined for the watershed.  The rate of loss and the importance of 

grassland is difficult to determine without a baseline information. 

Proposed actions for this indicator 

 Landscape assessment to be completed on Sylvan Lake  

 

Riparian health  
Healthy riparian vegetation helps to filter, trap and absorb nutrients, sediments, and pollutants 

before the water reaches the lake, improving water quality. The roots of the plants help to stabilize 

the bank and protect it from erosion caused by boats or waves. Riparian areas help to ensure the 

water balance of the lake by acting as sponges to help absorb excess water and replenishing 

groundwater supplies. They are important habitat features for wildlife and provide aesthetically 

pleasing vistas for home owners and visitors.  

 Any increase in highly impaired shoreline from 42% as of 2007 data  

 

 Any increase of moderately impaired shoreline  from 7% to 12%  of 2007 levels  

 

 Maintain or improve the 51% healthy shoreline as of 2007 

Proposed actions for this indicator 

 Investigate the amount of fragmentation that is occurring in both riparian lands and emergent 

vegetation as an indicator of health  

 Creation and regeneration of habitat corridors where possible 

 Ensure ER areas have no development and limited use  

 Priority areas are where trees and emergent vegetation are found within close proximity  
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Walleye population structure 
This indicator recognizes the importance and relevance of one of Alberta’s most sought-after sport 

fish species.  As a top predator walleye are a keystone species in the ecology of Alberta’s lakes 

having effects on the animal community structures with the lake, and trickle down effects on 

plankton, algae, and water quality.  The loss or maintaining a walleye population can have 

considerable consequences relating directly to aquatic ecosystems, social affects with all lake user 

groups, and even local economics.  Walleye populations are monitored by Fisheries Management 

Branch using the Fall Walleye Index Netting (FWIN) protocol.      

 An overall Walleye catch per unit effort (CUE) of <10 walleye/net. 

 Obvious signs of recruitment failure, consecutive missing year classes, truncation of size 

distribution.  Low angler catch rates<0.1 walleye/hr. 

 

 An overall Walleye catch per unit effort (CUE) of 10 to 30 walleye/net that consists of a narrow 

and unstable age class distribution. 

 Signs of recruitment failure, truncation of size distribution, and/or weak year classes present.  

Moderate angler catch rates averaging <1 walleye/hr. 

 

 Maintain or exceed an overall Walleye catch per unit effort (CUE) of 30 to 40 walleye/net that 

consists of a wide and stable age class distribution. High angler catch rates averaging >1.5 

walleye/hr. 

Proposed actions for this indicator: 

 Requires a monitoring every 3 to 5 years to determine walleye catch rates and population 

structure distributions. 

 Ensure adequate harvest regulations and closures are implemented by Fisheries Management 

Branch to address concerns and reach targets and goals.  

 

Whitefish population structure  
Information still to come – Jason Cooper 

 

Eagle population  
The presence of the Eagle helps to indicate healthy fish and waterfowl populations. It is also a 

useful indicator for aesthetic reasons and community engagement.  

 The Bald Eagle no longer presides in the watershed 

 

 Presence of Bald Eagle in watershed and the eagle is successfully reproducing  
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 Presence of Bald Eagle in watershed and but the eagle is not successfully reproducing  

Proposed actions for this indicator 

Ensure the area the eagle is present in is designated reserve land which is not subject to 

development pressures. Review the uses around the area of nesting site – are there developments 

to near to the site?  

What has happened to the fish and waterfowl populations? 

 

Colonial water bird population structure  
These are important indicators of health as they are the fauna that naturally preside in the area. 

Their presence/absence and population structure are key to healthy populations. 

There is no current data regarding baseline of health or population numbers for colonial water 

birds including Black Tern, Foresters Tern, Eared Grebe, Horned Grebe, Western Grebe, Red-neck 

Grebe, and Marsh Wren. One major issue for Western Grebe nests is wave action from boats since 

their nests are floating masses of vegetation. The Western Grebe is quickly disappearing from 

Alberta and may result in the bird becoming listed as Threatened soon. 

 Colonial water birds are absent or in very low numbers on Sylvan Lake.  

 

 No breeding colonies are left  

 Nests are being abandoned  

 Population is declining  

 

 Maintain the established population based upon a determined baseline. 

 

Proposed actions for this indicator 

Require a baseline of information  

Review the causes of possible nest abandonment including disturbance from boats or development. 

Other causes may include reduction of nesting habitat. 
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SOCIAL OUTCOMES 

DIVERSE RECREATION 
 
While short, medium and long-term objectives are being achieved. The Sylvan Lake Management 
Committee proposes to monitor the planned diverse recreation outcome through the following 
criteria in defined “management zones.” 
 

LAKE USE – RED ZONE INDICATORS AND TRIGGERS  

 

General 
Safety of users is uncontrolled and accidents are occurring on the lake and shoreline 
Boat density > ____ 
> 10 (?) complaints are received regarding conflict between lake users 
Poor user experience 
No enforcement of lake use and established bylaws (protection of riparian areas, wake disturbance, 
noise pollution) 
Recreation damaging public property 
No thresholds in place for different types of users  
No zones in place to minimize user conflict 
No voluntary registration of ice fishing huts and XX left on the lake at the end of the season 
Fishing is no longer viable 
Almost no non-motorized boats (canoes, sailboats, etc) in use due to excessive wakes and noise by 
motorized boats 
 

Open/Public Space 
No (sandy) beach or constructed beach at south end of lake (Town of Sylvan Lake, Petro Beach) 
Greater  than 3 towel  spaces (54 sq ft) per 9.3m2  (100 sq feet) (???)  within Sylvan Lake Provincial 
Day Use  
No formal walking trails established between areas of open space 
Sylvan Lake Provincial Day Use no longer in existence 
Jarvis Bay Provincial Park no longer in existence 
 
Access 
Fewer than 2 formal boat access points with parking 
Congested access points causing frustration and safety issues 
MR/ER are not allowed for foot access to the lake 
No area for dog access to the lake 
 

Natural Space 
Loss of natural areas  
Excessive (?) loss of vegetation 
Development has severely impacted biodiversity 
50% of riparian areas rated as poor 
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LAKE USE – YELLOW INDICATORS AND TRIGGERS 

 

General 
Safety of users is somewhat controlled however accidents are occurring on the lake and shoreline 
Boat density > ____ 
5-10 (?) complaints are received regarding conflict between lake users 
User experience is neutral 
Enforcement of lake use is done periodically and bylaws are being introduced (protection of 
riparian areas, wake disturbance, noise pollution) 
Minimal damage to public property by recreational users 
Thresholds in place for some types of users  
Limited zones in place to minimize user conflict 
Limited (<50%) voluntary registration of ice fishing huts and XX left on the lake at the end of the 
season 
Fishing success is decreasing 
Decline of non-motorized boats (canoes, sailboats, etc) due to excessive wakes and use by 
motorized boats 
 
Open Space/ Public Space 
Limited (sandy) beach or constructed beach at south end of lake (Town of Sylvan Lake, Petro 
Beach) 
Greater than 2 towel spaces (36 sq feet) per 9.3m2  (100 sq feet) (???)  within Sylvan Lake 
Provincial Day Use  
Limited formal walking trails established between areas of open space 
 
Access 
Fewer than ___ formal boat access points with parking 
Congested access points causing frustration and safety issues 
Restricted use of MR/ER  to foot access to the lake 
Few areas for dog access to the lake 
 

Natural Space 
Natural areas severely impacted 
Excessive (?) loss of vegetation 
Development has impacted biodiversity 
>30% of riparian areas rated as poor 
 
 

LAKE USE - GREEN ZONE INDICATORS AND TRIGGERS 

 

General 
 
Safety of users is controlled with few if any accidents occurring on the lake and shoreline 
Boat density > ____ 
<5 (?) complaints are received regarding conflict between lake users 
User experience is positive 
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Enforcement of lake use is done on a regular basis and bylaws are being in place to protect/deal 
with riparian areas, wake disturbance, noise pollution 
Little if any, damage to public property by recreational users 
Thresholds in place for all user types  
Zones are in place to minimize user conflict 
Mandatory registration is in place; or alternatively voluntary registration of ice fishing huts is > 
75% and no huts left on the lake at the end of the season 
Fishing success is high 
Non-motorized boats (canoes, sailboats, etc) are sharing the lake with motorized boats in a 
compatible way 
 
 

Open Space/ Public Space 
Beaches are available at several sites along the south end of lake (Town of Sylvan Lake, Petro 
Beach) 
1 – 2 towel spaces (36 sq feet) per 9.3m2  (100 sq feet) (???)  within Sylvan Lake Provincial Day Use  
Formal walking trails have been established between areas of open space 
 
Access 
More  than ___ formal boat access points with parking 
Formal access points have been developed alleviating frustration and safety issues 
Use of MR/ER  to foot access to the lake 
Established areas for dog access to the lake 

 

Natural Space 
Natural areas minimally impacted 
Minimal loss of vegetation 
Planning has maintained biodiversity 
< 30% of riparian areas rated as poor 

 

 

 

 


